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battletoads (or battletoads arcade) is a platformer with a heavy emphasis on action and
humor. the game's classic gameplay is based on side-scrolling action, but also offers a

few different gameplay modes. a mixture of the classic platforming gameplay and
battletoads' gameplay mode, the hero 'em up mode, has you play as the titular

battletoads as they run through the world. the gamepad is used to aim and fire weapons,
as well as block attacks. this game is best played in single-player mode. the unique

mechanic is battletoads' ability to turn into a giant, and take on different forms, like a
mouse or a plane, as well as attack enemies. this ability helps the battletoads out of tight
spots, and was even used to break an enemy's arm. the gamepad's motion controls are
also used to control movement. the fast and the furious is a collection of films based on

the furious franchise of films. the games allow the player to take on the roles of
characters from the movies, including vin diesel, dwayne "the rock" johnson, and jason
statham. the franchise is currently in its seventh film, and the games are based on the
plots of the movies. the first game in the collection is the fast and the furious, and it is

based on the movie of the same name. in this game, players can choose between four of
the movie's characters, and the storylines of the movies are present, including plotlines
from the previous games. the game features action sequences that are loosely based on

the movies, and fast-paced, highly-stylized fighting sequences. the game received
positive reviews, with the gamespot awarding it a 9.0 out of 10.
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sonic adventure 2 hd is the arcade version of the original sonic the hedgehog game, and
features the same plot, characters, and gameplay. the game is a big step up from the
gamecube original, and adds new gameplay modes like the chaos emerald stages, the
chao garden, and the optional human mode. to make a long story short, you play as

sonic, and you must travel to stop dr. robotnik from taking over the world. you can also
play as his enemies, including knuckles, shadow, and silver. this is a classic point-and-
click adventure game that features the same story as the original adventure game. the
plot follows a group of adventurers, sonic, tails, knuckles, and amy, who must save the
world from the evil doctor robotnik. the game's soundtrack and visuals are essentially
identical to the original game, although certain pieces of the environments have been

reworked to be more artistic. in addition to being a remake, this is also the first sonic the
hedgehog game to be released with a built-in multiplayer mode that features four-player
co-op in several stages and can be played online or over the lan. a modernized remake
of sonic the hedgehog 2, sonic adventure 2 hd faithfully recreates the original's vibrant,
colorful, and fast gameplay. the game was originally released in 2006, but the publisher
sega has updated it to include additional content that improves on the original release.
this complete edition includes the original game with all of the dlc content, including the

special stage pack and sonic adventure dx: director's cut (which incorporates major
gameplay changes), so newcomers have dozens of hours of gameplay to enjoy. this port

is also the first sonic the hedgehog game to support modern controllers. 5ec8ef588b
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